Step 1

Create Closure

Thread 1 needle to each end of a 29” length of thread.
With one of the needles thread a seed bead (B),
a jump ring, and 2 additional seed beads (B).
Attach a larger jump ring to the smaller jump ring.

Step 2

Add SuperDuo

Entry Point
Knot

With each end of thread, pass through the
2 holes of a SuperDuo (C) going the same direction.

Thread’s Direction
= Tango™ Bead (A)

= seed bead (B)
= SuperDuo (C)
= 2 Tiny™ FP Bead (D)

Step 3

Add Tango™ Parallelogram

Using the right thread, pass through a seed bead (B) .
Configure 2 Tangos™ (A) so that the holes align, and
form a parallelogram shape, as shown. Using both threads,
pass the needles through the holes of both Tangos™ (A),
so that the two lengths are traveling in the same direction.
With the left thread, add a seed bead (B). With each end
of thread, pass through the 2 holes of a SuperDuo (C)
going the same direction.

Repeat As Needed

Repeat Steps 2-4 To Desired Length

Repeat Steps 2-4 until you have the desired length
for the necklace. Standard necklace length is 18”.

Step 4

Add Seed Bead Cluster

Thread a seed bead (B) with each length of thread.
Pass both threads through the same 2 Tiny™ FP Bead (D),
travelling in opposite directions. Pull both threads to tighten.
Thread an additional 2 seed beads (B) with each length of thread.

Step 5

Close Necklace

Thread a final SuperDuo (C) with both lengths;
threading the right length through the right hole,
the left length through the left hole.
Using the right thread, add 2 seed beads (B), a small jump ring,
and another seed bead (B).
Re-enter the final SuperDuo (C) through the left hole.
Using the left thread, pass through the seed bead (B) just added, the
small jump ring, and the 2 seed beads (B)
Re-enter the final SuperDuo (C) through the right hole.
Knot each length of thread, dot both knots with clear glue,
and tuck both inside the final Super Duo (C).

Step 6

Attach Clasp

Using pliers, add a larger jump ring to the smaller jump ring.
Attach a lobster claw to this jump ring for a closure to the necklace.

Entry Point
Knot
Thread’s Direction
= Tango™ Bead (A)

= seed bead (B)
= SuperDuo (C)
= 2 Tiny™ FP Bead (D)

